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Life	  cycle	  is	  described	  in	  cell	  cycle

Length	  of	  time	  it	  takes	  to	  complete	  cycle	  varies	  depending	  on	  
type	  of	  cell

Body	  is	  made	  up	  of	  100	  trillion	  cells

Each	  came	  from	  a	  single	  fertilized	  egg	  that	  divided	  many	  times

Life Cycle of  Cells



Why Do Cells Divide?
Reproduction

Growth

Repair and renewal



All	  your	  body	  cells	  except	  gametes	  (sex	  cells)

Which Kind of  Cells Undergo 
Mitosis?



Stage 1 - Interphase
Longest stage - 90% of cells lifetime 

Three Parts of Interphase:

1) Cell undergoes rapid growth

2) Performs its “everyday job”

3) Doubles its DNA

DNA initially appears as chromatin

Chromatin - thread-like DNA 

Chromatin not visible under microscope

Interphase

Cell Division

Chromatin



Stage 2 - Mitosis
Mitosis - division of contents of nucleus

Four Phases of Mitosis:

Prophase           Metaphase          Anaphase         Telophase 



Chromosomes and Chromatids



Prophase
Chromosomes thicken and become visible under microscope

Sister chromatids attached at centromere

Centrioles form

Centriole - anchors spindle fibers

Spindle fibers start to form 

Spindle - fibers that pull apart chromatids

Nuclear membrane starts to dissolve 

Chromosome

Centriole
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Metaphase
Nuclear membrane completely dissolves

Spindle fibers attach to centromere 

Chromosomes line up along middle of cell

Centromere

Centromere



Anaphase
Chromatids separate at centromere 

Spindle fibers shorten, pulling daughter chromosomes to 
opposite ends of cell

2 daughter chromosomes
1 chromatid

1 chromosome
2 sister

chromatids

Daughter Chromosome



Telophase
Daughter chromosomes unwind - chromatin 

Spindle fibers disappear

Nuclear membrane reforms

Cell appears to have two nuclei
Nuclear Membrane

Chromatin



Stage 3 - Cytokinesis
Cytokinesis - division of cytoplasm

Animals - cell is pinched forming a cleavage furrow

Plants - cell plate forms - becomes cell wall



What Do You End Up With?
Two genetically identical daughter cells 

Half size of parent cell



REMEMBER
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